
Two down, one to go!
In the second of three key central bank 
rate hikes this week, the Bank of Canada 
has raised its policy rate by 75bps to 
3.25%, as was widely expected. It was 
the fifth consecutive rate hike following 
July’s surprise 1.00% hike and brings the 
cumulative policy tightening to 3.00% 
this year. The committee acknowledged 
that while inflation slowed to 7.6% last 
month, and Q2 GDP growth was less than 
expected at 3.3%, it stressed the Canadian 
economy continues to experience “excess 
demand” and a tight labour market. 
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Further hikes are coming, but likely at a 
slower pace, with the cash rate set to hit 
4.0% by year end. That just leaves tonight’s 
ECB meeting to round out this week’s  
hiking action! 

The Federal Reserve’s Beige book high-
lighted that while economic activity was 
unchanged, with five Districts reporting 
modest growth in activity and five others 
reporting modest softening, increasing 
wage costs and a weakening outlook 
over the next 6-12 months generated a 
pessimistic tone to the report. However, 
on a positive note, the US monthly 
trade deficit narrowed by an incredible  
USD10.2 billion, to a 9 month low of 
USD70.7 billion in July, which was broadly 
in line with market forecasts.

Michael Barr, the Vice Chair for 
Supervision at the Federal Reserve, 
announced, “Inflation is far too high. The 
Fed committed to getting inflation down, 
even if it requires a slowdown, and some 
pain” while Lael Brainard added, “We are 
highly attentive to events abroad with global 
tightening potentially lowering inflationary 
pressures in the US. We are also very focused 
on the housing sector.” 

Liz Truss’s first act as the new UK Prime 
Minister is to propose a GBP110 billion 
bill to cap UK energy prices, which could 
potentially shave up to 6.0% off January’s 
inflation peak. While no one has asked 
the crucial question ‘how is it going to be  
funded,’ there is no doubt that debt 

issuance will be part of the answer (in 
addition to funding the tax cuts, the 
existing deficit, and their quantitative 
tightening programme). This won’t help  
gilt yields, or the pound, which fell to its 
lowest level against the USD in 37 years.  

China’s unprecedented heatwave, electri-
city shortages, and COVID-19 restrictions 
are starting to show up in its economic  
data, with exports in the year to  
August growing at a modest 7.1%, or 
USD314.9 billion, which was below market 
forecasts of 12.8%. It was the lowest 
growth in shipments, and the first single-
digit growth since April. The Chinese 
megacity of Chengdu has extended its 
lockdowns.

Despite the aggressive rate hikes, Australian 
Q2 GDP grew an impressive 0.9% on the 
quarter and 3.5% on the year. Net exports 
were the major contributor, adding 4.5%, 
while government and household spending 
added 3.5% and 1.1% respectively.  

Equities bounce, for a change
International equity bourses recovered 
some of their lustre overnight, rallying 
0.5%-2.0%, while oil prices fell over 5.0% 
to their lowest level since January amid 
global growth concerns. This weakness 
also filtered through to US Treasury yields, 
with the 10-year yield down 9bps to  
3.26%, while the US Dollar Index had a  
rare down day, which saw the NZD and 
AUD stage modest recoveries.  
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